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Chapter One – Eleneea Harris
Change is necessary in any kind of process. When there are sincere interests
in common, the willingness and courage to face them, and carry out those
interests, it always takes time. In the case of the talented team led by Butch
Harrison, there was no exception. After agreeing to take on Hall Enterprises,
the great powerhouse in all of Tech Town, the boys got down to business. They
knew they had to face Alistar Hall and all of his people soon, but for that, they
had to take care of some previous matters that would drastically improve the
possibility of carrying out the plan successfully.
Polishing everyone's skills and trying to dispel minor flaws in driving techniques
were one of the proprieties. And now, changing base of operations was also
necessary, since Shump discovered that Alistar Hall was becoming suspicious
of a supposed "Rebel Group" that was beginning to develop... It turns out that
in Tech Town it is not enough to simply be discreet and careful, you must adopt
such a low profile that you could almost be mistaken for being dead. For the
team, it wasn't easy, but it was necessary, so it was done... The area selected
to establish the new base was Tech Town's Forgotten Section. Both Richie
Hoffman and Kevin Hall oversaw securing the land. Butch, Aura, and the others
were in charge of transporting the machines, devices, and computers from the
old base to this one. The spies in Alistar's service, who were investigating the
alleged rebels, ran out of leads to follow and their investigations were
disrupted because many of them were conducted from the same network,
which was discovered and disabled by Shump.
This gave the team time to reset elsewhere and refresh their ideas as to the
next steps they needed to take. In addition, the team used the intervening
seven months to polish each other's image as a team. After all, they had to
compete with a potential technology that was not only efficient, but also
elegant and classy all around.
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On the other hand, Alistar Hall was burning with Spartan fury due to the little
to no progress, if any, that the spies and professionals under his command had
made in the mission to investigate the rebels.
Alistar was not a man to accept defeat, he did not like to lose and had no plans
to do so. He never gave up at any time. There was a brief relief to his great
anger, as one afternoon a couple of months ago, an employee delivered news
to him that brought a smile to his face: "Sir, we have discovered that your son,
Kevin Hall, is part of the rebel group". Alistar had stripped Kevin of his place in
Hall Enterprises, Kevin never agreed with his family's way of acting, so he
decided to live in the Forgotten Section, where he found love with Kate
Marshall, his girlfriend, and all the support and sincere friendship of Richie
Hoffman, one of his best friends. Currently, Kevin was increasing his skills,
along with another of his great childhood friends, Rider Walker.
Alistar has two sons, Robert Hall is the talented, obedient, and privileged heir
to the entire company. Kevin hated the way Alistar gave orders, his actions, his
ideals, and his hypocritical ways of addressing the citizens who trust him so
much, that's why he decided to leave. On the other hand, in Robert's case, it
is not that he entirely agreed with his father's actions, he simply assumed that
he must put up with it in order to enjoy the infinite comforts.
Undoubtedly, Robert has suffered emotional losses because of his father. He
has become a cold, calculating, dishonest and disloyal man, with a vision solely
biased toward money, business, and the silent, cheating destruction directed
at his enemies. Unwittingly, Robert has been turning into a monster. But this
was not always so, everything has a reason, a starting point that came from
chaos, and in Robert's case, there is no exception.
About four years ago, Eleneea Harris was the light at the end of the dismal
tunnel that Robert Hall's life had become when he was attacked by a powerful
bout of anxiety and depression. Powerful people, rich in acquisitions and
money, are often clear targets for these disorders. There are different levels,
but Robert's were extreme. On two occasions he attempted suicide, and it was
Eleneea who intervened in the situation, saving his life on both occasions.
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They were happy, planning to get married and both sharing the same love and
passion for the profession of Systematic Drivers. Eleneea was a skilled driver,
as well as having a basic knowledge of mechanical engineering. Being the son
of the president of Hall Enterprises, their future was guaranteed. There was
only one problem, Robert had not wanted to propitiate the imminent meeting
in which his girlfriend and his father would meet, because he knew his father,
and it was very likely that something unpleasant would happen.
Finally, the moment arrived. "I'm looking forward to meeting your father,
Robert. I know he's an important businessman and I don't want to spoil it",
Eleneea said, having difficulty getting an appropriate dress for the occasion.
"I'm sure you're not going to be the one to spoil it...", said Robert, looking off
into the void and causing Eleneea to look at him with uncertainty in her eyes.
"Come on, I'll take you to the store and you'll pick out the dress you like best",
added Robert quickly, to dispel the awkward moment he himself had
generated. Eleneea's gaze was filled with excitement, and she forgot what her
fiancé had just said.
On the way from the store to the Halls' mansion, Robert seemed absent, lost
in thought, while Eleneea assumed that he was just as nervous as she was, and
that was that. Finally, they both arrived at the mansion and crossed the
threshold of the large door, walked straight into the dining room where Alistar
Hall awaited, all alone, seated at one end of the long table. "Please, have a
seat...", said Alistar, trying to feign a jovial tone of voice, and without looking
either of them in the face. The tycoon was wearing an entirely black suit,
including the tie. At that moment, Eleneea was overcome with nerves.
"How do you do, Mr. Hall? My name is Eleneea Harris", she introduced herself,
stretching out her trembling hand, which remained extended for a couple of
seconds before Eleneea realised that the man, who had looked her up and
down moving only his eyes, with a speculative expression, would not take her
hand.
Robert swallowed thickly, constantly, dominated by the presence of his father
before them. Eleneea watched her fiancé intently out of the corner of her eye,
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noting how he had had his gaze glued to his plate since he sat down. "Tell me,
Eleneea, what do you do for a living?", asked Alistar, taking his wine glass and
gesturing for another bottle to be brought. "I am a lawyer, but currently I wish
to dabble fully in systematic driving, as I demonstrate an aptitude for it...", said
Eleneea, who was starting to get angry at the unnervingly awkward
atmosphere and rude behaviour of her future father-in-law.
"Oh, I see... now I can understand a little better your prolonged relationship
with Robert", Alistar said, staring into Eleneea's eyes, quirking a slight smile
with the right corner of his lips, after finishing a sip of wine he took from his
glass. "I have a sneaking suspicion that I'm not sure what you want to tell me,
Mr. Alistar. Could you be more specific?", she asked, frowning conspicuously
and with no desire to disguise it. "Sure, of course. I think you're a careerist of
the bunch, who make my son believe they love him when they simply want to
line their pockets without too much effort. Of course, I don't know everything,
and I'm a faithful believer that people should be given a chance. So, I accept...
You can be a licensed Systematic Driver, but first, you must be tested to prove
that the skills they talk about are genuine", Alistar finished saying, with an air
of broad smugness.
For the first time during the entire awkward dinner, Robert looked up to see
his father and then his fiancée. Smiling in surprise and taking her hand. "You
heard that, love. He has accepted... Oh, wait, Eleneea, what's the matter with
you?", Robert had gone cold and pale as he watched his future bride stare at
Alistar as one would stare into the eyes of his worst enemy. Eleneea's look of
hatred and contempt, however, was also injected with deep sadness, shame,
and much humiliation, ingredients that resulted in a few tears that could not
be contained.
"Mr. Alistar... Remember my name and face. I certainly decline your generous
offer. I apologise to both of you and will retire. Have a very good evening",
Eleneea said, making a great effort to maintain her composure and politeness.
But her trembling body gave her away. Alistar looked at her, he didn't know
very well what the woman had meant, but he didn't care, so he took his eyes
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off her and with a wave of his hand showed her the way out. Robert was
undecided, sitting in the same place. "You called her a careerist... What the
hell is the matter with you, father?", after a few seconds, after Eleneea had
left the dining room, Robert addressed his father with those words. "Shut your
mouth, Robert...", started to say Alistar without looking his son in the face, and
causing him to get a little scared from the tone he used." ...You should thank
me for getting that opportunist off your back. Besides, I agreed to what she
came looking for, and yet she was rude, leaving the table without finishing the
meal. A woman like that will not belong to my blameless Systematic Drivers,
much less bear the Hall name in her name. You must be out of your mind",
Alistar finished saying, getting up and leaving his son sitting alone at the table.
Robert Hall went out immediately afterwards in search of his beloved, but he
did not find her. She was gone from the house, and from his life. Robert never
saw her ever again, and even today, after four years, that is still the case.
"Hey, Patrick, I know I've been abusing you these past few months, but you
know I've waited years for this and it's inevitable not to feel anxious." - "Please,
Eleneea, don't say that... I want you to carry out your plans as much as you do.
At first, when you proposed I knew that without enough money we would fail,
I always wanted to help you, but unfortunately, money is necessary when it
comes to going up against a multi-million-dollar franchise. When your
grandmother died, we were all sorry, but you knew eventually that would
happen, the cancer she had had already metastasized. However, on her
deathbed, she asked you to use the money from her estate to carry out your
revenge. I think she died hating Alistar Hall much more than you did".
In one of the wealthiest areas of the huge Tech Town was the beautiful Eleneea
Harris, tucked away in an enormous basement that could be mistaken for a
square. Next to her was her systems engineer and mechanic, Patrick Oswells.
He was also her lifelong best friend. He was working on a sleek T-Displace,
seeming to put the finishing touches on it while Eleneea adjusted her
Systematic Driver suit.
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"Tell me, Eleneea, what exactly is your next destination right now?", asked
Patrick after giving the final adjustment to the central intelligence panel on the
showy T-Displace. "Patrick, remember that rebel group we heard about a few
months ago? Well, they're about to take a major step and, to be completely
honest, I'll be taking that step with them...", said Eleneea, getting into her hightech vehicle. "Wait... Are you going to give them momentary support or are
you planning to somehow pull them aside to take on Alistar and Hall
Enterprises alone?", asked Patrick, causing Eleneea to not start the vehicle for
lack of a taillight adjustment
"Neither, Patrick... I plan to join the rebels. That's what I'm going to do".
Eleneea had started the engine and gradually a myriad of lights, hand in hand
with warnings and safety systems, came into existence around Eleneea Harris'
large T-Displace. Patrick was left with an expression of surprise and
uncertainty. "I never thought I would see you join up with anyone... That
revenge is uniquely yours. Or at least that's what you used to say", Patrick
replied, wiping his hands on a greasy rag nearby, as he looked at his friend,
smiling genuinely.
"Patrick, you know... the biggest problem and the real source of Robert's
anxiety and depression was born out of loneliness and the false sense of
believing that he could face life all alone. I pulled him out of that hole and I will
not fall into the same one. It would be absurd, don't you think?", asked
Eleneea, ready to start the T-Displace towards its destination.
"Tell me, Eleneea, do you still love him?", dared Patrick to ask, but he received
no answer other than a silence prior to the noise of the T-Displace's engine
working at full throttle. Eleneea moved forward and before her a large circularshaped hatch began to open, giving access to a tunnel. This tunnel led her
behind her house and from there it only took her a few seconds to be passing
through the central avenue of Tech Town. Eleneea began to perform multiple
searches from the central AI of her T-Displace and with Patrick's help via a call.
"It's been a few days since the rebels' technological defenses have been
down." - "Well of course, because they're about to show up... There's no point
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in hiding anymore", Patrick and Eleneea conversed, as she followed the
coordinates provided by him, where the rebels were supposedly located.
"What the hell is that!", Eleneea seemed disturbed by what her eyes took in.
A large ramp running through the central avenue of Tech Town had recently
been installed and a series of T-Displaces with obvious technical and aesthetic
upgrades were giving the ramp, as well as the avenue itself, some use. "The
movements of those Systematic Drivers are incredible...", added Eleneea, also
giving a display of maneuvers as she followed the group of Systematic Drivers.
"Eleneea, do you think they are...?" - "I'm pretty sure they are, Patrick... I think
we've found them", interrupted and answered Eleneea, her tone overrun with
the excitement of the moment.
She began to follow them down the avenue until it ended, and, by risky,
beautiful, and violent driving, the drivers kept the same dynamic, but now on
normal streets. Passers-by as well as ordinary drivers could only witness what
was happening. "Those are... Certified Systematic Drivers?" - "Wow, such
skill... They must be some of the best in Hall Enterprises." - "Someday I'll drive
like that", people seemed to marvel at the display of skill on the part of those
Systematic Drivers, completely unaware that they were rebels.
"Eleneea, don't you think you are exposing yourself too much? You must be
careful and protect all the progress you've made these past four years", Patrick
warned his friend, concerned. "I've already hidden too much, Patrick. It's time
to let Alistar Hall know that we outcasts exist and that we have talent". Eleneea
had no doubt that she was doing the right thing. She kept following the rebels
with ingrained momentum. "Hey... excuse me, I don't mean to be nosy, but
why the hell are you following us?", a voice unfamiliar to Eleneea had invaded
the connection. "Patrick, what's going on, how could someone tap into our
private line? You had told me that was impossible", Eleneea sounded nervous.
"I said it was almost impossible, that for one thing, and for another, I haven't
the faintest idea who it could be. Identify yourself!", exclaimed Patrick,
flustered.
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"Oh, sorry, it's just that in our team there is an android with the best AI on the
planet as a whole, so it's hard for us not to have access to something... By the
way, you drive amazingly, don't you want to join our group?" - "Damn it, Rider,
are we a bunch of boy scouts? Hey, you, identify yourself... that state-of-theart T-Displace. Are you sent by Alistar Hall? Because if so then..." - "You're the
rebels? I have been looking for you, I suspected it was you and that is why I am
following you. I seek to plunge Alistar Hall into the most painful of miseries",
Eleneea said, interrupting the voice of a woman who had also invaded her
communication with Patrick.
"...Now that sounds a hell of a lot more interesting. Follow us", added the
female voice immediately. After a few minutes, both the group of rebels and
Eleneea managed to park in an area away from the hustle and bustle of
downtown Tech Town. "Perfect, hate-filled girl...now, would you please
identify yourself?", another beautiful golden-haired woman addressed
Eleneea, as she descended from a T-Motorcycle. "My name is Eleneea Harris...
I believe we share the same common hatred for Hall Enterprises and its current
president, do we not? The reality is that I am looking to join you. I have heard
from the tabloids that you are called the rebels", Eleneea said, taking off her
case in front of five Systematic Drivers who were doing exactly the same thing.
"Oh, wow...interesting. That's nice to hear, much more so from such a cute
and talented Systematic Conductor", added the bearer of the first voice to
invade the line of communication between Eleneea and Patrick. "That's what
they call us, but that's not our group name. I don't blame them, as we haven't
introduced ourselves yet, you'll be the first to know. We are The Plata Drivers.
If you look at our outfits, you'll be able to tell. By the way, my name is Shump,
I am an android with advanced artificial intelligence. Don't repeat that to
anyone else", Shump said, speaking in a hurried manner and helping himself
with many mechanical gestures.
The team was back and now with an established name, The Plata Drivers. Who
lay at the back of the team was Kevin Hall, who had taken on an expression of
complete shock and uncertainty as he made eye contact with Eleneea.
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"My name is Aura Taylor, the jerk I'm talking to you about first is named Rider,
the one behind him is Clark, and next to him is Kevin. I think we'll be able to
get along just fine, Eleneea", Aura said, walking over and stretching out her
hand towards the girl, who shook hands with Aura's hand immediately, staring
into each other's eyes. Everyone, except Rider and Kevin, smiled and waved
from their places.

Following fabrication agreement and obeying regulations, there were only 111
Editions of Eleneea ever minted/produced. Initial start Date and Time of
development :// ˂ https://explorer.elrond.com/nfts/V8PLATA-e11632-11 ˃
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Chapter Two – SDD40
During the tech boom in Tech Town, when Billie Hall still ruled Hall
Enterprises, top executives came up with a mandatory project for the city.
"Just because we've made a huge leap in terms of technology, doesn't make
us immune to crime or acts of vandalism by would-be bandits - quite the
contrary, we've become juicy prey for such criminals", alleged a man with
vision, surrounded by other suit-clad subjects. "What do you suggest?",
asked another executive, as Billie followed them all with her eyes.
"Security... that's what I propose. Not a regular one, because we're not a
regular city anymore. What I'm trying to say is that a metropolis needs a
defense corps to match. We need to form a group specialised in defending
and protecting the integrity of this city, as well as its heritage and interests",
the guy had stood up, leaned over the table, and looked Billie in the eyes. He
was seeking the president's approval at all costs. "Let's do it...", after being
silent for a few minutes and walking around the round table while everyone
waited for the silence to be broken, Billie dictated his approval. Preparations
got underway the next day with a high degree of effectiveness. With the rise
of Hall Enterprises, Billie had access to any kind of tool he might need. Tech
Town was his, and if it came to protection for the Systematic Drivers and
forging law bearers throughout Tech Town, Billie was willing to do whatever
it took to achieve the highest degree of perfection possible in this project.
"They'll be androids...", blurted out Billie suddenly, in the middle of a
meeting with his partners and workers, all of whom had mixed reactions.
Some smiled broadly after thinking for a few seconds. Others frowned
wondering if the president was crazy, while others flatly refused.
Unfortunately for them, Billie wasn't asking permission, he was just sharing
with them what was going to happen. "To those who disagree I ask, what are
we looking for? Protection, right? We are looking for a team of beings of
unwavering ideology who will proudly and obediently uphold the laws in
Tech Town. Well, what I think is that no man could convince me that he
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possesses those qualifications. The human race for the most part is bribable.
Everyone has a price, and I do not intend to entrust the security of the city to
someone with a price, therefore, the defense corps for Tech Town and, in
large part, for the Systematic Driver races, will be made up of androids with
advanced artificial intelligence. I’ll ask the systems and mechanical engineers
to address this as soon as possible. Permission for them to acquire the
necessary artificial intelligence has already been given", Billie was resolute
and the naysayers had no choice but to obey.
Billie Hall had even thought of a name for these androids that were in the
process of being created. The SDDs, for their acronym: Systematic District
Driver, would start patrolling later that year. The order was given in March
and by the end of December, the first round of patrolling was a success,
dismantling a couple of clandestine gangs of micro trafficking chips,
databases and mother codes to access Blockchain accounts. All in one night...
Billie Hall was evidently very happy. The SDDs had all the city's information,
as well as addresses, names of companies, and renowned people in Tech
Town, as well as every single law in the city.
The SDD's work was impeccable, the city was being cleaned up and the
bandits, coming mostly from the Forgotten Section, were being kept at bay.
However, as for the races, disorder still prevailed. The euphoria, changing
moods, and nervousness that were coalescing in people because of the
systematic races, led Billie to think about the creation of a sentry specialised
in seeing to the obedience of the Systematic Drivers, specifically the rules of
the systematic races.
"SDD40... 40 is the model number, that will be his name, Michael". During a
cold Thursday night, Billie had gone to visit his best friend and mechanical
engineer, Michael Pierce. "Take this... This will be the artificial intelligence
that SDD40 will have as its consciousness", Billie added, handing a silver
briefcase to his friend.
"Are you sure about this, Billie? I know you are, otherwise, you wouldn't be
doing it. But I feel I must ask", Michael asked, after opening the briefcase and
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glancing at its contents. "Well yes, I am, Michael. No one, not even you, can
change my mind. Besides, I trust you completely", Billie said, flashing his
friend a wide smile full of confidence and hope. It was impossible for Michael
not to smile back, as he resignedly shook his head and emptied the contents
of the briefcase.
For several hours, Billie witnessed how SDD40 was created. There was no one
else in that dingy workshop south of Tech Town, in the Forgotten Section... "I
still don't understand why you wanted to have the workshop right here, in
the Forgotten Section, when you could have had it in the Hall tower. But who
am I to judge you? I can only tell you that you're a little crazy", Billie said,
causing Michael to simply look at him out of the corner of his eye with a tired
expression and continue with his work. The hours wore on and the SDD40
was taking shape. Billie had wanted the design to be dark, imposing, gloomy,
and to convey fear to those who knew they were doing something improper
or illegal.
He was so obsessed with this sentinel that he used an advanced Artificial
Intelligence that had been discarded by most of the members of the Hall's
corporate decision-making round table. The reason, simply, it was unstable...
"It was, at the time, Michael. Would you stop worrying about it? Back then
we tested it on a computer, now it is part of a body and was given a purpose.
Plus, the readjustments I personally made to it. I'm not going to lie to you
Michael, it's still a pretty obscure AI with unwavering decisions, but that's
precisely what I'm looking for with this SDD. You know what they say, no risk,
no reward...", replied Billie to his great friend when he warned him for the
umpteenth time that he didn't think it was a good idea to give a specialised
and highly armed robotic body to an unstable AI.
Even though it was futile... Michael knew he was wasting his time trying to
convince Billie Hall to change his mind. "Which do you want to be its primary
means of travel, T-Displace or T-Motorcycle?", asked Michael as he pressed a
button and a pair of hatches rose, revealing a model of each means of travel.
Billie was in awe of the T-Motorcycle model, so he went with that one. "No
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Chapter Five – Lucas Black
Nowadays, young adults attempt to remember the old Tech Town, but can't
imagine it any other way than how it looks today. Androids, the Blockchain
at its peak, facilitating the finances of all citizens, Systematic Drivers
(registered by Hall Companies, or independent groups) take care of most
people's problems, as well as encouraging the way of life born out of
specialised driving. All this, together with the huge buildings downtown, the
recreational activities, and the gigantic competitive spirit born in the youth,
make Tech Town a technological powerhouse on a cultural, economic,
political, and social level.
However, not everything is rosy, and where there is so much power, there
are usually subjects who want to take it for themselves, driven by infinite
ambition and insatiable greed. The decisions and actions of such subjects
are often not the most successful, from a fair point of view. "Lucas, for God's
sake, can you tell me what you’re doing out on the street so late? I'm tired
of telling you about the impeccable security that man boasts so much about
on TV only exists downtown, where his big building is, which boasts his last
name where everyone can see it. But not here, in the Forgotten Section.
We have to live like this, forgotten... I am your mother, and I want to protect
you, that's all". Between sobs, a worried mother tackled her son as he had
just entered his room.
"Mother, please don't cry. The reason I am coming at this hour is precisely
because I seek to bring you out of the oblivion where we live. We deserve
to live in the city, and even if you don't believe in me, I'm going to get you
out of here. We're both going to Tech Town Center. And believe me, my
words won't be blown away by the wind...", Lucas paused as he saw his
mother's changing expression and decided to make a better choice of words
to use. "...unlike my father's words, mine will not be blown away by the
wind", Lucas hurried to answer, startled at the sound of his mother's broken
voice, and rushing to embrace her with immediacy.
Lucas Black lived next to his mother in the Forgotten Section. His father had
left home when he was about 10 years old and had not returned. Lucas was
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currently 28 years old, and the events leading up to that age were
instrumental in shaping him into the person he is today. That is the natural
course of life, but in Lucas' case, the ups and downs were always present
and never diminished. Adrenaline was part of his being, he liked it and
adrenaline liked Lucas. "I could only get this today, but it's perfect for buying
what's needed for the second batch, isn't it, Lucas?", inside a huge
warehouse, behind an abandoned dumpster in the northern part of the
Forgotten Section, a group of guys were having somewhat frequent
meetings, two or three times a week. The reason? Drug micro-dealing, the
perfect planning of robberies and even kidnappings. "It's not what you
should have gotten, but at least you got it in your gut, Andrew", Lucas said,
still counting the money on a small table.
Around the four guys, there was a place full of various technological objects,
old, current, stolen, legal... Some were part of what would be sold in the
near future, others were used by the whole team to ensure the highest
probability of success in the gang's missions. There they had everything,
food, beds, bathrooms, and even a modest waterproof pool where... "Damn
it, Donny, could you get out of the pool and help us with the beads, this is
important!". Donny was happily relaxing. Who appeared to be the second
in command was addressing a fat guy who was taking a dip in a small pool
where, with him in it, only one other person could fit.
"You don't need me right now... Lucas has everything under control… Right
Lucas?", the fat guy had stuffed a huge bag of potato chips into the pool,
and the sound of the chips cracking in his mouth with each bite, hindered
the proper understanding of his words.
"That's right, Donny... You've done your part, now relax, okay? And you,
Samuel, leave him alone, it was Donny who got the address of that asshole
we stole the merchandise from, and with which we were able to buy the
first batch. Unlike you and Andrew, Donny has earned that well-deserved
break", Lucas added, still counting money, and not looking at anything
besides the bills.
Samuel mumbled insults toward Donny, who stared into the void like a
zombie, chewing potatoes faster. "Okay, Lucas, what's the next step?",
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asked Samuel, finally sitting up and waiting for the answer to his question.
"Well, the same as always, for the time being... Everyone will take a certain
amount and move to their positions. From there, being cautious, they will
sell as much as they can. When we get back here, we'll pool everything
together, split part of the proceeds, and the other part we'll continue to
invest here, at the base, our second home", said Lucas in detail, who had
finished counting the money and let out a huge yawn that rubbed off on
everyone except Donny, who kept chewing. "No time for yawns, we must
work!", said Lucas, with the beginnings of an impending smile tugging at the
corners of his lips. "But it was you who yawned first!", exclaimed Samuel,
elated. Both Andrew, Donny, and finally Lucas, let out a big laugh, as they
rode their ordinary motorcycles, heading to their respective workplaces.
Which were nothing more than strategic points where some drug addicts
went to buy their vice.
Security in the Forgotten Section was so tight that these guys were
practically scattered throughout the center of the Forgotten Section. Lucas
and the others did this frequently, they did very well and before long, the
business prospered so much that the base began to take the form of a
special operations center. Donny, who spent all the money he made on
computer components, and junk food, had access to just about anything he
could think of. They had also figured out how to access some Blockchain
accounts. They did this by disguising themselves, forging licenses in
different professions, and pretending to be other people, professionals, of
course. The victims would fall for the perfectly set up scam and by giving up
the slightest data about their secret phrase, big Donny already knew what
to do.
"Lucas... Come here right now, look what I bought". Andrew had walked
onto the base in high spirits that day. "Last delivery of this model. A TMotorcycle Scorpio. They say this beauty can go faster than a bullet. But I
doubt I'm going to run that fast, I don't want to get caught", said Andrew,
very happy and laughing out loud. Lucas opened his eyes wide and a huge
smile began to populate his face. He hugged his partner tightly. "Wow, I
knew you'd be happy for me, but not that happy", Andrew responded to
the energetic hug. "Oh, yes, of course, I'm glad you bought that beauty too.
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But the truth is, you just gave me a million-dollar idea", Lucas blurted out,
examining the T-Motorcycle closely.
Everyone waited for Lucas to finish saying what he was thinking, although
Samuel was beginning to suspect, but he didn't like it at all. "We'll be dealing
in T-Motorcycle parts, and T-Displace as well. It's all a matter of getting
organised. The parts for these things are extremely expensive and there are
many models. We can even play around with that. You get my drift, don't
you?", said Lucas, who was still examining the vehicle in fascination. "You're
definitely a freaking vandalism genius, aren't you?", said Andrew, proud of
his friend, while Donny nodded vigorously. He couldn't speak, as a burger
dripping mustard on his flannel prevented him from doing so. For his part,
Samuel added nothing beyond a look of forced approval.
Later that evening, as Andrew and Donny were studying the parts of a TMotorcycle and its various workings in terms of the numerous models,
Samuel made his way to meet Lucas, now to give him his opinion. "I know,
Samuel, I know exactly what you're going to tell me. But I want you to know
that it's a done decision", as he sensed his partner approaching, Lucas said
this, without even turning to look at him, as he inquired about his new
ambition.
Samuel brought a calm countenance, it seemed that he did not entirely
disagree with the idea, but he wanted to contribute other ideas and
precautions that Lucas cared little about. However, when he heard those
words and noticed that Lucas did not even turn to look at him, something
happened. Something that generated an abrupt change in his expression,
which became one of complete and utter disgust and discomfort.
"Could you even turn to look at me when you pretend to give any of your
damn orders that you choose to never consult any of us on?", said Samuel,
authoritatively and slamming Lucas' laptop down so hard that, had he not
removed his fingers from the keyboard in time, Lucas thought he would
have lost them. Andrew and Donny immediately turned away, not releasing
a word. Lucas, after giving his partner a prematurely angry look, let out a
big sigh and stood up to Samuel. "So, tell me... What ails you?", asked Lucas
condescendingly, resting his hand on Samuel's shoulder. "Take your hands
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off me! Do you think we're stupid?", the gesture, far from reassuring
Samuel, made the situation worse. Samuel slapped his hand on Lucas'
forearm, and pushed his hand away from his shoulder.
"I'm your damn partner. Decisions are made by both of us, not by you alone.
Working with those vehicles doesn't suit us and you know it. The
inhabitants of the Forgotten Section dipping into drugs is something the
government is not interested in, but if they find out, which they will, that a
trafficking line for the parts of their wonderful machines is being born here,
they will eradicate us", Samuel said, exalted and staring hard into his
partner's eyes. Lucas had turned around and was clenching one of his fists
very tightly. "Samuel, I'm asking you to make it the last time you touch me,
or not..." - "Or what, Lucas, or what, you're going to report me? You'd have
to rot in stinking jail along with me...", began Samuel, who seemed to be
unloading a ton of weight" ... "Maybe that's what you want, though, isn't
it? To be closer to him. Is that also the reason why you pretended that
Andrew had given you the idea of dealing in those pieces when you've been
thinking about it for a long time." - "Shut your mouth, Samuel, I'm warning
you", Lucas had clenched his other fist as well, he ducked his head and
closed his eyes.
"I won't... I've done it for too long already. I won't let you bring us all down
just because of your unhealthy admiration for that damn dictator
masquerading as a hero named Alistar Hall", Samuel added, and less than a
second later, he had to raise both hands to block a powerful punch by Lucas.
"The truth has more strength than you, and it hurts a lot more than your
hasty punch. I'm out of here. Good luck, Lucas". Samuel, after recovering
from the shock, stood firm, picked up a couple of things as Andrew and
Donny motioned for him to stay, he didn't back down. Lucas had remained
standing in the same spot until the door sounded behind Samuel's gait.
"Andrew, Donny... The end of our gang has just been established. This can't
go on without Samuel. Without him, we can't, can we? We won't be able to
continue at all. Unfortunately, that asshole thinks the opposite". A couple
of years later, in a downtown bar, Donny remarked to Andrew that that day,
was the only time he saw Lucas crying.
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"Lucas, calm down...Samuel needs to calm down. He'll be back", Andrew
hastened to say when he observed his partner's devastated attitude. "He's
not coming back here, Andrew. You know that, and so does Donny",
affirmed the leader of the decaying band.
A year later, it was all over. These guys, who were so close, never saw each
other again. Time passed and Lucas did not give up his ambition, on the
contrary, the loneliness seemed to motivate him in an incredible way.
Although Donny and Andrew sought him out, Lucas decided to distance
himself completely from them, because, from his point of view, Samuel had
distanced himself because of his selfishness. Lucas decided not to risk his
friends falling because of him, so he decided to go on completely alone with
only one goal in mind. "I'm going to ally myself with Alistar Hall... That's the
only way to get everything I need, the connections, the money, and above
all, the impunity. I don't care that it's morally wrong. The right thing, the
honest thing, the worthy thing... none of that gives power, none of that
gives money. I don't give a crap about fame, but if I'm Alistar Hall's lowprofile partner, I'll be able to move with total ease in my business". Lucas,
since he was completely alone, said his thoughts out loud, as his own
therapy, so as not to succumb to the strident sound of absolute silence.
Days, weeks, months, and even years passed as Lucas honed his skills. Not
forgetting the teachings of his friends, Donny especially who taught him his
was around computers. He never forgot his friend Andrew's happy face
when he excitedly came to show him his T-Motorcycle. A few days after
that, which was when the gang broke up, Lucas developed a strong love for
these vehicles manufactured by Hall Enterprises. He spent years perfecting
his technique, until he became known in the Forgotten Section as the
Shining Lightning, as Lucas Black managed to cruise the city streets at top
speed, as if everything around him was intangible.
With the mechanical knowledge he already had as a child, thanks to his
father's teachings and what he learned during the time he only trafficked
parts of these vehicles, Lucas was not only a skilled Systematic Driver of TMotorcycles but also a prodigious mechanic. Lucas was getting closer and
closer to his goal. He spent untold hours tracking Alistar Hall's every move.
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Every press conference, commercial, televised board meeting, absolutely
everything he could find.
Lucas already knew that his goal was to present himself to Alistar Hall and
offer his services. Obviously, the tycoon of the most important companies
in the city, maintained and flaunted a façade that was not the right one. He
was deceiving the people by hiding in plain sight, pretending again and
again to be someone he was not. However, that was a weapon for Lucas,
and he knew it. "I have a talent that surely that man needs. I can be of a lot
of help to him in different areas. But I can't expect him to accept me just by
showing off my skills... I need a hook, but what could it be? I must offer him
something he is looking for", Lucas thought aloud, inside a room he had
conditioned to work on his various projects.
Suddenly, as if struck by lightning, Lucas jumped up from his chair and
rushed to the computer. There, he started looking for each and every one
of the video files he had where Alistar Hall made statements, commercials,
among other things. Lucas was looking for a specific one where he made a
comment regarding a rebel group of unregistered Systematic Drivers.
After a few hours, Lucas found what he was looking for, also managing to
check his doubts. "Bingo! There's the proposal I was missing to complete
the winning combo for me to present myself to Alistar Hall", thought Lucas
again aloud, with a smug tone and a hopeful gesture.
The week after that, Alistar was to hold an outdoor press conference in the
center of Tech Town, in front of the large Hall Enterprises building. It would
be the perfect time for Lucas to ask to speak to the tycoon after the press
conference. During those days, Lucas investigated as much as he could
about the rebel group, but he did not do it in-depth just yet, as he preferred
to wait for Alistar's response to the proposal he had for him.
The day finally arrived, and Lucas was ready. A black jacket with a blue tshirt underneath, a pair of black gloves and boots, and a spectacular helmet
that matched the whole outfit, was what he had equipped himself with.
Lucas Black had an undeniable Systematic Driver look. Absolutely no one
could suspect him. Without thinking much more, Lucas fired up his selfassembled T-Motorcycle with parts from different models and took off.
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It's impossible for those who didn't notice to know, but there are some
people who have claimed to see the lightning flash across the highway
horizontally, causing the "Hall Enterprises" sign to stop working for a few
seconds after the lightning had dissipated.
Lucas waited patiently for the event to end, never taking his eyes off his
target. "Mr. Alistar Hall... I've been wanting to meet you for a long time",
Lucas said, following like an invisible shadow behind Alistar, who was
guarded by two bodyguards. "How is it possible? We didn't see him. Stay
where you are", one of the personal security guards said, alarmed. While
the other pointed a gun at him. "Put your gun down... If you didn't see him,
it's because he's better than you, don't you think so?", said Alistar, with
total serenity and looking at Lucas with interest. "Tell me, who are you?",
asked Alistar, fearlessly approaching Lucas until he was facing him, up close.
"My name is Lucas Black. I’ll come straight to the point. I seek to join your
cause, but I will not be a pawn like this pair of fellows who couldn't even
see me. That one's hand is still shaking...", added Lucas, determined, firm,
and showing Alistar from the start why he should give him a chance. The
bodyguard who had raised the gun, stopped the shaking hand with the
other.
"... I want to be your partner, and there are many reasons why this might
interest you. At a time of your convenience, I could show you what I mean.
As a teaser, I can tell you that I could take care of the unruly band of
Systematic Drivers who, most likely, give you a slight headache. Or maybe
not so slight... Or am I wrong?". Lucas had Alistar's undivided attention from
the start. Now, he had him fascinated.
"Did you say your last name is Black?", asked Alistar, hands clasped behind
his waist and standing firmly before Lucas. "Yes, I did...", replied the boy in
a neutral tone. *Is it possible? This could be extremely interesting...*,
thought Alistar, while a slight smile that implied infinite thoughts, began to
appear on his face, framing a sinister expression.
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Chapter Six – Kaan
In present times, the various situations occurring simultaneously in Tech Town
were of interest to high commanders, civilians, rebels, Systematic Drivers and
even older people, who had lived through the transition, from a small
community in which they were born, to the technological metropolis in which
they would live out their last years. There were problems and developments
of all kinds, however, the problems were only known to few, but if not
addressed in time, in the not too distant future, they would explode in the
faces of all citizens of Tech Town.
In Hall Enterprises there were several departments in charge of their
respective activities, and to ensure that these activities were kept in process,
being carried out to the letter. Amongst them, there were three that were the
most important: The Engineering Department, where all the T-Displace and TMotorcycle models were originated, as well as the SDDs, the androids, and
domestic robots (with Advanced Artificial Intelligence, normal or without it).
There was also the Department of Ideas, prototypes and upcoming projects,
which basically consisted of giving a place of imperative importance to the
most necessary and ambitious projects, suggested by the qualified senior
managers of Hall Enterprises. Last but not least, there was the Discussion
Department, where the activities of the two aforementioned departments
were subject to votes or, more often than not, to the imposing authority of
Alistar Hall, who ruled the three departments at his will and convenience.
"The truth is that the results that SDD40 has produced since its inception so
many years ago, when the incomparable Billie Hall was alive, have not declined
by even 1%. This is an incredible statistic, as it is unprecedented in the
company and that is a verifiable fact... therefore, I see no need to..." "Unmatched, excuse me, maybe I'm being a little ignorant, but by unmatched
do you mean that Billie Hall has no equal, that no one can match him? I mean,
you're basically telling me that I have no chance of ever matching my
ancestor's level of command and direction...", interjected Alistar to one of the
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company's most influential executives, Maximilian Porteagus, who was a
mature man of 75 years, but still incredibly fit.
"Well, the truth is that I don't want to say anything, I'm saying it clearly,
because it's a verifiable reality, I'm not making it up. And you should improve
your manners in front of your elders, boy". Max had been out of Tech Town
for a few months, conducting research regarding the rise and demand for
Systematic Drivers in other cities, and even countries. Upon his return, a spineripping headache plagued the emotional and mental stability of Alistar, who
hated the old man. And how could he not hate him? Maximilian was the last
exponent and faithful follower of the ideology of his great friend and partner,
Billie Hall. His mission and what kept him alive, besides his incredible healthy
lifestyle, was to see to it, as far as possible, that the mission of his great partner
and brother was kept alive and fulfilled. Union, friendship, hard and sincere
work, that was what old Max sought to make prevail, but the truth was that
Alistar, even if he could not lash out at the old man as he wanted, could
undermine his decisions, putting his above his own, since the one who really
had the last word, was the direct descendant of the Hall family, Alistar.
"My sincerest apologies if I have disrespected you, Maximilian. But beyond
that, the decision to launch SDD80 is exactly that, a decision made. The
prototype is in an advanced state of creation and will soon be a fact. You
weren't here to give your opinion, but I'm sure when you see it in action, you'll
love it. It was thrown out by everyone at the big round table in the Discussion
Department...", said Alistar with a gesture of condescension and unbearable
hypocrisy on his face. Maximilian did not take his eyes off the tycoon, who was
subtly challenging him.
Around him, only the executives contemporary with Max maintained neutral
expressions, or expressions of deep disappointment. While Alistar's
subordinates smiled broadly with a hint of mockery at the corner of their lips
where their smile ended.
Alistar scheduled a meeting that afternoon, for a couple of months from now,
when the SDD80 would be ready to be shown, the day of its official birth.
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Maximilian Porteagus accosted Alistar on the way out of the meeting and
asked him, somewhat nervously, about what kind of artificial intelligence they
would use for the SDD80 project. To which Alistar replied with the same
incredible hypocrisy on his face: "Wait just a couple of months, Max, your tired
eyes will love what they will see...", slapping him on the back and walking away
while winking at the old man. "I can't understand how it is possible that a man
descended from another so pure, so honest and so respectful, could become
so rude, arrogant and sinister... I wish you were here, Billie", Max thought
aloud, clenching a fist tightly as he watched Alistar Hall walk away down the
hallway.
Over the next few days, Maximilian showed no interest in the known creation
of the SDD80 model, but his frightening forebodings continued to haunt him.
*There was criticism from many when an honest man like Billie decided to
bring the SDD40 to life and, although it was a success, many feared that
advanced artificial intelligence in an android with a righteous ideology inserted
would go very wrong. I guess now, coming from the criminal mind of Alistar,
there is a lot more reason to fear*, thought old Max every night during the
next period. The old man had to deal daily with Alistar's smirk, which told him
that everything was going swimmingly.
Soon, the birth of SDD80 would be announced, *And I can do absolutely
nothing*, Max thought with frustration.
Imminently, the day arrived and Alistar sent an invitation to each and every
one of the members participating in the creation of the new model of justice
of the Hall Companies, along with the members of each department. They all
came dressed up, ready for a well-deserved celebration after so much work.
"Relax, Maximilian... There's nothing you can do, it's not like my SDD80 is going
to be a ruthless killer either. It was assembled by people who only think about
the welfare of Tech Town", Alistar said to old Max, without looking at him,
when he happened to bump into him later, in the great hall of Hall Enterprises,
where they were waiting for the early presentation of the justice model.
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Max decided not to answer and to ignore the person who was talking to him,
pretending that Alistar was part of the decoration of the hall.
The moment had arrived. "Everyone pay attention, it's time", said the scientist
in charge of opening the hatch of an oval-shaped capsule, that was suspended
by wires they saw from the room's mother computer. The computer was
feeding the SDD80 the latest, most recent reports. The hatch was beginning to
open, and a humanoid form had begun to emerge from the capsule. The first
thing that could be seen, was that he was dressed as an imposing Systematic
Driver.
His suit was mostly black, with variations of the shade, and some purple lines
on his shoulders, forearms and calves, that were later explained to be energy,
as SDD80 had the unique ability to power his T-Motorcycle A, a modified TMotorcycle family vehicle. This new model brought a pair of wings with their
respective flaps, allowing the SDD80 to also patrol from heights, unlike the
SDD40. "My greetings to all present. Even if you already know, it's rude not to
introduce yourself. My name is Kaan, I am the direct evolution of the previous
District Driver model, the SDD40. It should be noted that I am superior in every
way and that...", the android had begun to walk with absolute ease towards
Alistar Hall, who was dressed, as always, in an all-black suit.
SDD80's helmet, which was platinum black, was also equipped with small
purple energy sources that glowed, endowing the vigilante android and district
driver with imposing character.
"...I am entirely at the command of you, my lord and mentor, Alistar Hall",
SDD80 said, bowing to Alistar, as Alistar watched him with an expression of
satisfied victory. Maximilian couldn't help but take a step back with his mouth
hanging open. "That's right, old Max... I am Kaan's mentor, part of my
memories are embedded in him, including my manners, my attitude and..."
Alistar turned to stare at the old man who watched in terror. "... my ambitions
are also part of it", finished the tycoon, with total smugness.
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After that encounter, things at Hall Enterprises had changed a bit. The
influence that SDD80 had provided Alistar Hall was incredible. I mean, this guy
didn't need more limelight, but he got it. This was proven when, after the
acceptance Alistar got from this model of justice was so great, a considerable
number of citizens began to collect signatures to get Alistar accepted as a
member of the political congress of the city. They wanted Alistar to become
the governor of Tech Town... Everyone had made a mistake by being totally
taken in, but Alistar Hall was a master of words and conviction.
*This man created an Android in his own image and likeness, with advanced
artificial intelligence, all the political data, constitutional laws (which
incidentally could take to the skies), and most dangerous of all, with absolute
impunity. If this is not the proximity to our downfall as an independent
civilization, what is? Billie must be turning in his grave right now*, thought
Maximilian Porteagus, watching the news of SDD80's exploits from the
comfort of his living room couch.
Happening simultaneously, somewhere in Tech Town, Alistar was meeting
with his closed group of executives and accomplices, accompanied by SDD80.
"I must congratulate you all without exception, for our work paid off", Alistar
began to say, clapping his hands slowly, as he followed them all with his eyes
and boasted a sinister yet characteristic smile on his face.
"I am at your command, my lord Alistar", SDD80 replied, showing unwavering
loyalty to one of his creators and his great mentor. "You have already proven
that, Kaan. Now, to what we came for...", began Alistar, turning to the table
where an executive was eagerly and painstakingly manipulating a laptop.
"Kaan, in addition to your already established daily duties, today I have for you
a specific mission. You must locate and investigate this person...", said Alistar,
just before giving a couple of forceful slaps. The person manipulating the
laptop sent the image to the mother monitor in the middle of the room.
"Exiled young member of the Hall family, Kevin Hall. Whereabouts: unknown.
Profession: unknown". These words were displayed as a caption across a large
capture of Kevin's face. The purple energy lights on the SDD80's helmet
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flickered as the android studied the image with particular precision, and slowly
approached the center of the monitor until it was standing in front of him, very
close. "That, is your new target, Kaan... Locate it, research it for a couple of
weeks, and then report back to me so I can give you your next order. Have I
been clear enough with my information?", asked Alistar, walking calmly with
his hands clasped behind his waist, and resting one of them on the android's
right shoulder as he reached him.
"Yeah, sure... it's been made clear to me. I'll get right on it", replied the
android, fully focused on his new mission, as it left the room a couple of
minutes later.
"Do you think you'll find it soon?", asked one of Alistar's subordinates,
hesitantly. "Certainly... I don't have a single doubt. We'll have the location of
that asshole soon. The suspicions about the growth of his rebel group already
have me fed up. SDD40 does not have the character to carry out the mission.
Kaan, on the other hand, will act within the framework of the law by bringing
that rebel to me. It will matter little to me that he is my son, for Tech Town is
mine. I will not allow anyone to alter my plans", Alistar said, heartless and
determined, while a thousand thoughts of a macabre nature roamed in his
mind, generating on his face an expression of insatiable ambition.
While his mentor was still thinking of plans to sustain his lies and keep his
undercover criminal empire going, SDD80 was already working on his orders,
locating and investigating Kevin Hall, his mentor's son. For the android
specialising in police investigation and target tracking, it was not difficult to
track down Kevin Hall's whereabouts, as its system contains the database of
everyone in Tech Town, obviously including the Forgotten Section. Like an
aerial sentry, SDD80 was soaring through the skies at an incredible speed.
"Hey, Adam... What the hell is that?", asked Atticus, who unknowingly shared
SDD80's fate. "Don't you know, how can that be possible? Well, I don't know
why I'm surprised, the truth is you've been single-mindedly focused on your
self-improvement for the past few years", Adam said, answering his own
question. "It's about the new District Driver model, the evolution of the SDD40,
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the SDD80. But don't be confused, the difference this new model has to the
old one is overwhelming. The SDD80 is built to never fail, it is lethal, violent
and shows no mercy if the target is found guilty of the slightest crime", Adam
added, watching in concern as Atticus' face broke into a smile.
"That means we're most likely targets of that sentry as well, right? Let's follow
him...", added Atticus, slowing down his T-Motorcycle until he was behind the
SDD80, which was flying, so it was easy for them to hide and follow it at the
same time, since they were on the ground. "Why the hell do you want to follow
that psycho, if you know he's an android, right?", there was no answer to
either of Adam's questions, instead, Atticus began to unblinkingly follow the
District Driver's trajectory.
After a few minutes of chasing, Adam realised that SDD80 was going where
they were originally headed. "Hey, Atticus, there's a funny thing going on
here... SDD80 is heading towards where we were headed in the first instance.
Though now that I say it out loud, it dawns on me that it makes perfect sense,
those rebels must be a remarked target for that justice psycho", Adam quickly
added, looking endlessly at his mini-map and the trajectory of SDD80.
"Damn... Where is it?", asked Atticus cautiously, looking up at the empty sky
and realising that there was nothing where SDD80 should be. "This is bad,
Atticus, very bad...", added Adam, who raised his head at an incredible speed
upon hearing the Systematic Driver's question. A few unsettling seconds
passed, seconds during which Adam swallowed thickly and Atticus' adrenaline
held back, threatening to burst shortly.
"It seems to me a great lack of intelligence, to believe that you can spy on me
and follow me, while expecting me not to notice...", a particular voice came
from behind, causing Atticus to take his time to slow down properly and
descend from his T-Motorcycle. Adam did the same but stayed behind Atticus
at all times. An expectant silence manifested itself at that moment. SDD80,
Atticus and Adam were on a recurring Tech Town avenue that basically
connected the city as a whole, it was named Multiple Articulation Avenue.
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"So, you're the one in charge of keeping order and peace in Tech Town, right,
how was your day?", despite what he was saying, the defiant and mocking tone
could be perceived by any human, but SDD80 was not a human. "I'm taking
care of my duties, Atticus...", replied SDD80, wiping the smile that remained
intact from Atticus' face. "It's normal for you to know, Atticus... I told you, it's
an improved version, it's almost perfect", Adam said in a whisper. "I could
capture you right now, but you're not a priority. However, I'm going to leave,
if you continue to follow me, you will become priority and I will have to arrest
you for obstruction of my duties", SDD80 said in a neutral tone, turning around
and heading back to his T-Motorcycle A. "Hey...", said Atticus, after waiting a
few seconds in which he clenched both fists out of helplessness. "Can you tell
me what your mission is?", added Atticus, glaring at the sentry.
"It's confidential... I can only tell you that I have to deal with scumbags like you
who, so far, have not committed crimes serious enough to receive the
maximum penalty", SDD80 replied without pausing. Atticus swallowed thickly
and watched as SDD80 took flight and continued on his course. "Hey, Adam...
let's be on our way. We'll take another route. I'm sure that sucker is headed
for the same place we're going and I'm sure nothing good will happen there",
Atticus said, boarding his vehicle again and driving off in a fury.
Atticus was right... nothing good could happen the moment a band of rebels
met up with the ultimate exponent of justice in Tech Town. Atticus was also
unaware that together with the rebel group, there was also SDD40...
The outlook was dark, but reality is unstoppable. Soon, SDD80 would locate
Kevin Hall. His instructions were simply to locate him and keep an eye on him,
but perhaps, upon seeing the circumstances and evaluating them, SDD80
would decide to make a radical move.
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Chapter Seven – Camelia Adams
Tech Town, a medium/high class city, in a time when Billie Hall was about to
die. A time when the Systematic Racing boom was beginning to rise, and no
one suspected that it was going to become a way of life that would
revolutionise the city completely.
"Do you really think you're going to be making a living from racing any time
soon?", a man named Matthew Adams, some 58 years old, addressed his 14year-old daughter sternly. "Listen to me well, Camelia, in a few years, I won't
be here. Do you intend to take care of your mother with these absurd dreams
wandering around in your head? I don't think so... Please don't make me worry
about dying. And it's a heavy burden to also be thinking that I'll leave them
without any financial support because you want to be a racing competitor.
Please, Camelia, think a little!", the man seemed deeply concerned. Evidently,
Camelia was an extremely mature girl for her age. She looked at him silently,
without changing her expression for a moment. She just listened, attentively,
as her father ranted against her and her dreams, instead of supporting her,
which is what a father should do for his young daughter.
*Is it my mistake that this is happening? At my age, I think I have shown
impeccable maturity to my father, and then he treats me like this, as if I were
25 or 30 years old*, Camelia thought, that same day, as night fell, while she lay
on her bed contemplating the ceiling of her room. However, she could not
come up with any solution, because there was none. What could she do,
behave immaturely so that her father would leave her alone? Impossible.
Camelia Adams was focused on her mission, which was also her dream, to
become one of the best drivers in the world, of all driving styles, and knowing
how to drive every vehicle in existence.
All this premature ambition was further fueled when Billie Hall established and
developed the concept of Systematic Racing, Systematic Drivers, and TDisplace vehicles, among others. Little Camellia's eyes sparkled so brightly the
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day she learned of this, that she can't remember ever feeling the same way
before or since.
This girl's level of self-sufficiency helped her in many aspects of her life. In the
first instance, it provided her with immunity from her father's hurtful words,
for she, now 20, no longer needed him. She never needed him in an effective
way, and now in a financial way either, so his remarks now slipped her mind
even more than before.
Camelia continued in this way for a few more years until, at a certain point,
she decided to leave home, bidding her mother a warm farewell, and
promising never to forget her. On the other hand, her father received only a
cold and imposing "Goodbye, Dad". There was no response for her, beyond an
increase in volume to the television from Matthew. "Chase your dreams and
don't ever let anyone stop you, daughter. Please", Camellia's mother
whispered softly, as she waved her goodbye at the door.
Time passed and now, at the age of 28, without neglecting her career practices
in the least, Camelia had landed a part-time job where she quickly got a
promotion and earned the goodwill of the bosses. She earned a considerable
raise and did other transportation jobs for which she did not need a license.
Camelia managed to buy the vehicle that would stay with her for most of her
life. It was a unique vehicle, as it was a Formula 1 car, the type of racing vehicle
that Camelia had loved the most for as long as she could remember. The F1
car was totally green, with variants of this colour in certain parts. In addition
to the conviction with which Camelia faced her responsibilities and carried
them out sooner or later, there was an extra purpose, which served as a
fundamental engine and great motivation for Camelia. It was a call from an old
friend she had received a couple of months ago. "It's been a long time, hasn't
it?" - "I'm sorry, Aura, since I left my parents' house, I decided I should just
focus on me, and yet, I don't think I've accomplished enough in all this time." "Hey, Camelia, stop the car, calm down... I'm calling you for just that". A silence
awaiting further explanation, or a response, settled between both phone lines.
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"I don't think I quite understand you, Aura... explain yourself", replied Camelia,
who was in the apartment where she was currently living, in the area east of
Tech Town center. "We've been friends since childhood, even if we were
separated early because of problems... Well, I know well that I'm not a good
influence on anyone, least of all a young girl like you. But that's not the point.
The point here is that I need you, Camelia. I need your skills and I know that
you have the courage and maturity to answer me clearly. I know that if you
don't like what I'm going to propose, you'll send me to hell without wasting
any more of your time. And if you agree, well, that would be the coolest thing
to happen all year". Her old friend's words through the phone left Camelia
thinking, who kept silent and took a seat on her living room couch.
"Tell me, Aura, what is it about?", asked Camelia, preparing to listen
attentively, but... "No, it won't be through the cell phone, Camelia, this must
be in person. Give me your location, I'll come right away." - "Oh, well, perfect",
replied Camelia, half-heartedly, as she was disappointed that she had thought
Aura would tell her through the phone. Camelia proceeded to give her friend
her home address, and waited for her outside immediately, as Aura requested.
As she left her apartment, Camelia noticed a man standing next to her
motorcycle, checking his cell phone. This guy looked at her over the phone and
then went back to his business. It was a person standing in the street, there
was nothing suspicious about it, but it didn't seem that way to Camelia.
However...
A couple of minutes later, when Camelia had just sat down on the sidewalk to
wait for her friend, an incredibly rising sound was perceived by her left ear and,
when she wanted to turn to see what it was, and evidently modified TMotorcycle was already finishing braking right in front of her. "I told you I'd get
there fast, little Camellia", said a beautiful blonde girl, just after removing her
helmet and inadvertently shaking her golden hair sensuously against the wind.
"This is... amazing", was all Camelia, who, up to that point, had seen TDisplaces and T-Motorcycles in action only on TV, could express.
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"A team of rebels? I don't know... Isn't that illegal?", asked Camelia, when both
girls were already inside the apartment. Aura had told all her plans to Camelia,
but she didn't seem entirely convinced. "Let me explain it better... You don't
know the reality behind Systematic Careers, not because you're ignorant, but
because you've been investing your time in being the best at it. You are
valuable, and frankly, the imbecile and imposter Alistar Hall doesn't deserve
someone as talented as you in his filthy ranks... Take these documents,
Camelia. Read them, analyse them and then get back to me with your answer.
We haven't chosen a name for our team yet, but surely by the time you decide
to join and we all get together, we'll have decided", Aura said, as she stood up,
grabbed her helmet, and closed the door behind her, after leaving her old
friend with a wink.
Camelia remained seated on the couch in her apartment, with a document on
her lap, which contained within it a holographic generator. After dinner,
Camelia made herself comfortable and began to read the documents her
friend had left for her. She had also activated the playback of the holographic
generator, which contained a video of Butch Harrison, introducing himself as
the leader of the organisation Aura had told her about, and coherently
explaining why everyone believed that Alistar Hall, CEO and president of Hall
Enterprises, was a sinister being hiding behind a mask of pure hypocrisy. Young
Camelia psyched herself up to be totally unbiased as she read and listened to
the material delivered by her friend.
When she finished, Camelia quickly picked up the phone, and just before
pressing Aura's name to call her, she paused... She put the cell phone on the
small table next to the sofa and thought calmly. *All this is beyond me... I must
calm down and not make a hasty decision based on the emotions I have right
now*, she thought, trying to reduce the rage she felt in that moment, as she
realised she had been deceived. She only paid attention to the technological
advancement that Systematic Careers to Tech Town entailed and, of course,
that those activities were in line with her dreams.
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Camelia thought she was not ready yet, so she decided to disappear for a
couple more months... Aura seemed to be quite busy too, as during that time
she did not try to look for Camelia. The two friends' paths diverged again
drastically, with the promise of a meaningful reunion for both of them.
Camelia dedicated that couple of months to finish polishing her skills. Her
decision had already been made, she planned to join the team of Butch
Harrison and her friend, Aura Taylor. That decision generated her enthusiasm,
but it also raised her alarm bells, as she was going to become part of a rebel
group. It was inevitable for her that her father's angry face would come to her
mind. Time had passed, and it was time to reunite with Aura. "First of all,
excuse me, Aura... I know I disappeared again, but I needed the time, the
decision was nothing..." - "I'm sorry, Camelia, but right now we're in a bit of a
complicated moment, you know?", Aura interrupted Camelia's explanations
by a quick whisper into the phone. "Tell me the exact address, I'll get there
right away", Camelia said quickly and with conviction, getting up and leaving
her apartment.
Aura was silent for a couple of seconds and, knowing that Camelia wouldn't
take no for an answer, she gave her exact address. "But I warn you, this
situation is tricky. Although I must confess to you that it turns me on a little",
Aura added, letting out a naughty giggle immediately after.
Camelia put her phone away and, in a great hurry, pulled her F1 car out of the
apartment parking lot. Like a bolt of green lightning and dressed in her red-onblack driver's suit with light blue lights on certain parts of it, she shot out of
there, while recording the address Aura had given her on her vehicle's built-in
GPS.
She crossed the streets of Tech Town with a spectacular handling of her
vehicle. Camelia was about to arrive when she noticed something through the
rearview mirror that disturbed her a little. A familiar face from somewhere was
chasing her, matching her speed and control, and would quickly be right beside
her, riding a T-Motorcycle. "Stop... Stop right now or a tragedy will occur, and
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I assure you, I won't be here to answer for anything". A subject was pointing a
gold pistol with a black grip at her.
Camelia kept her cool as best she could and made a quick move that consisted
of braking and then accelerating furiously, turning slightly to the opposite side
of the road from where her attacker was standing. This quite disoriented the
gunman, who was an incredible driver as well, and he began to chase her. The
chase was taking place on Multiple Articulation Avenue. Ordinary vehicles
parted and drivers jumped out of their cars in alarm, though they could
observe little, for the vehicles in question disappeared in a matter of seconds
from the view of those who stopped to watch.
"Where did he come from, where do I know him from? Damn, he's really good
at driving", Camelia thought aloud, as she avoided hitting two cars on the track
that hadn't even realised an F1 car and a T-Motorcycle were coming up behind
them. Just when Camelia thought she was losing her pursuer, he fired an
accurate projectile that hit the rear of her vehicle. This almost made Camelia
lose her emotional stability, but her conviction and driving skills were superior.
*I must be strong, for this, I have practiced so much, for this I will accept to
join that rebel group of Aura and that other guy. I can't give up now!",
exclaimed the girl with impetus. As best she could, she kept trying to lose the
guy, but it was hard to try to slow down a two-wheeler. Camelia zigzagged
skillfully between the ordinary vehicles on the immense avenue, while the
subject kept opening fire on her, unsuccessfully, as the shape of her F1 car
narrowly protected her from behind.
"Damn... excellent, what was missing". Camelia felt a terror she had to swallow
in order to keep running away from that guy, and now from the SDD80 flying
overhead. "I order you to stop, you are breaking the speed law in that
unregistered F1 car", announced through a voice amplifier the SDD80.
Camelia, losing patience, stood up from her seat, without stopping driving, and
began pointing backwards. The subject in the T-Motorcycle had turned
backwards masterfully and was now on the run. "HE HAS A WEAPON, HE WAS
SHOOTING AT ME AND PURSUING ME, I'M NOT THE ONE TO PURSUE!",
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shouted the young Camellia in fury and frustration, getting SDD80 to take his
pursuit skills to the max and disappear from sight, following the armed subject
on the T-Motorcycle.
"Oh, shit!", exclaimed Camelia, as in front of her, a T-Displace completely
green in color like her F1 vehicle, but in a brighter hue, suddenly burst through,
stopping traffic. Before both drivers started insulting each other, they were
sensible and decided to pull off the avenue and let the traffic flow. "Hey! I don't
want to sound offensive, but who the hell taught you how to drive? We
narrowly missed biting the dust". A blond man in his 30’s descended from the
T-Displace, unable to help but stare at the figure of Camelia, who was getting
out of her F1 vehicle. "I'm sorry, but you don't know what you just went
through. In fact, I could give you some lessons on how to drive that T-Displace.
Don't get confused", Camellia said, looking all around, mostly skyward, alert,
and not meeting the eyes of the subject before her.
"My name is Atticus... And yours?", said the subject, approaching Camelia
despite her indifference and holding out his hand.
"Camelia... Camelia Adams", she said, shaking Atticus' hand. "Sorry I won't stay
and chat with you, but I have to get somewhere right now and I'm already
running late", Camelia added, but at that moment, both she and Atticus heard
the distinctive sound of a T-Motorcycle engine already quite familiar to the
people of Tech Town.
"SDD40 too, but what the hell is going on today?", wondered Camelia aloud,
watching crouched behind her vehicle as the sentry SDD40 crossed the avenue
in front of them at full speed, in the same direction as SDD80 and Camelia's
pursuer. "I'm sure those rebels have something to do with all this... I've got to
get there right now. Hey, Camelia, I'd like to see you again soon, so, what do
you say if..." - "Rebels, what do you mean?", interrupted Camelia, with that
drastic question.
Atticus kept silent and cast a suspicious glance at Camellia. "I'm heading in this
direction, ring a bell?", asked Camelia again, in a hurry and showing him a small
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transparent digital display that originated from the celestial energy light in her
chest. "Adam! Come here, please!", Atticus shouted, not taking his eyes off the
address. Adam, his companion, stepped out of the T-Displace and quickly
arrived to meet both drivers. "Yes, indeed, it is the same address", Adam
affirmed, returning to the T-Displace with an angry expression and slamming
the door as he entered. On Atticus' face, a huge grin had broken out. "Wow,
apparently we're headed to the same destination, what a coincidence, isn't
it?", said Atticus, while Camelia gave him a look that matched his expression
of not understanding anything that guy was saying. "Yes, you are strange... But,
if you are heading there, I must know what your intentions are, Atticus", she
said, hiding her screen and standing firmly in front of the man. They both
stared at each other.
Nearby, Aura, Eleneea, Kevin, and the others were sighing in relief, for SDD40
had left them alone after hearing reports of a shooting on Multiple Articulation
Avenue.
Suddenly, and without them being able to finish letting out that sigh, a couple
of drivers were suddenly arriving to meet them. "Damn, now what?", asked
Rider, tense, and walking forward as if looking to confront the problem. "Her I
know, the guy, I've never seen him before in my life", Aura said, flashing a big
smile as she chewed a piece of gum and walked in the direction of Camelia,
who was also smiling broadly.
"I knew you'd come... the messy situation I told you about has dissipated. We
had SDD40 on us, but a firefight alert has occupied it, and it disappeared before
our eyes at high speed", explained Aura, giving a warm hug to her great friend.
"Well, it seems that I have already started to be part of the team, because
above me was the SDD80, and I also saw the SDD40 when it was crossing the
avenue in search of the person responsible for the shooting. It was me they
were shooting at...". At that moment, Camelia's expression changed
drastically, her gaze was lost in the void and a memory shook her head.
"I remember! That guy... the one on the motorcycle who shot me. I saw him a
couple of months ago, he was right outside my house, moments before you
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arrived. When we talked, I forgot about him and I don't remember where he
went...", expressed Camelia, nervously. "Camelia, calm down, are you sure of
what you are saying?", asked Aura, while everyone else listened attentively in
silence. "Yes, that's him, I remember him clearly now. That man is armed, and
I don't think he was chasing me by coincidence. He spies on you, he surely spies
on all of you, and he must not operate alone", Camelia added, shocked. "Aura,
I think we should get weapons... After all, we are a rebel group, currently acting
outside the law. Just as we were approached by SDD40, another time we may
face SDD80, which is not so friendly, you know?". Kevin had turned to Aura
and had told her this from behind, resting his hand on her shoulder. Aura was
thoughtful but had nodded slowly. "Well... before I introduce myself and tell
you what I'm doing here, I'll confess to you that it was precisely SDD80 that
was headed this way. I had an encounter with it recently, but the alert of the
firefight also drew it away from me", Atticus said, finally intruding on the
conversation.
Everyone turned to look at him, except Camellia, who was still thinking about
what had just happened to her. "Okay, I understand... My name is Atticus, and
I came here because I heard that this rebel group is against Alistar Hall, isn't it?
And if it comes to hatred for that jerk, I'm hard to beat", Atticus said, firmly
and without hesitation.
"Welcome, friend... I like you", Rider said, turning to Atticus with a smile and
shaking his hand. Aura, who first thought of scolding Rider and telling him that
he had no authority to accept anyone into the group, ended up smiling and
standing in the middle of everyone.
"Excellent, little by little this is taking shape... Even if you don't sing victory,
you still need to be investigated, but I also like you", Aura said, turning to
Atticus, who smiled, a little nervously. "Camelia, as I had told you, by the time
you joined the team we would already have a name. You are both welcome to
The Plata Drivers!" exclaimed Aura, appearing overjoyed, but inside, a part of
her mind was thinking about what Kevin had just told her.
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The first to have been the victim of an attempted assault was Camelia, but the
next ones could be all the team members, and it was something Butch would
not be willing to allow, and Aura knew it.

Following fabrication agreement and obeying regulations, there were only 111
Editions of Camelia ever minted/produced. Initial start Date and Time of
development :// ˂ https://explorer.elrond.com/nfts/V8PLATA-e11632-21 ˃
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Chapter Eight – Vaugirard Allehn
Things were going pretty well for all factions in Tech Town. On the one hand,
Hall Enterprises, a multi-million-dollar organisation and mainstay of the
economy in the city, continued to dominate the ignorant minds through their
disguised regime, and, to their advantage, the ignorant minds were in the
majority. Alistar Hall's suspicions about the Tech Town rebel groups were
making his head hurt more and more. Both SDD40s and SDD80s, maximum
security corps in the service of Hall Enterprises, had been unable to produce
results in that area; otherwise, they were all efficient. The SDD40 was a bit
more condescending, however, the SDD80's relentless pursuit was keeping the
Plata Drivers at bay. Three months had passed since the rebels almost
confronted SDD80, this one managed to keep the rebels’ low profile for a
longer time than they had intended. However, this helped them regroup with
Butch Harrison, one of the ringleaders of the Plata Drivers, along with Aura
Taylor.
Still, Alistar Hall, business tycoon, cold and calculating character, sought to
reaffirm his business and relationship with Tamil Shaker, leader of the
trafficking gang called Module X. With Shaker on his side, Alistar had some
sway over Tech Town's most wretched corruption, as well as the businesses
that keep the metropolis on its feet...
"Alistar Hall...", it was Butch who precisely at that moment was talking about
the greatest common enemy of all the rebels. "... that is the objective. But
logically, you can't attack the king or queen without destroying some pawns,
can you?", Butch was giving a speech to his people. The Plata Drivers had had
enough time to establish a full-fledged base, the latter being only a refrain
since almost everything around the rebels was outside the law. Butch and
Aura's workshop had been completely remodeled. It was all made possible by
the ingenuity of those with them, especially Richie Hoffman, Kevin's best
friend, who had joined the technical team, and Harry, Butch and Aura's faithful
mechanical and systematic engineer. "This looks like a big tech mansion, don't
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you think so?", asked Shump, who was also instrumental in making everything
technological in the base work perfectly.
On the other hand, the money from Rider, Eleneea, and another big part from
Camelia, were the financing behind everything. The teamwork paid off and
thanks to the large computer armed and equipped with a fusion of Shump's AI
and all the information researched by Richie and Harry, The Plata Drivers had
access to a vast source of information to carry out their next moves. "What
exactly do you mean by pawns, Butch?", asked Clark, at the back of the room,
sitting next to Camelia, who was reviewing something on a laptop. "Alistar
doesn't work alone, Clark... For his dirty plays, which are numerous, he needs
hands to get dirty instead of his own, and a couple of those hands belong to
Tamil Shaker, leader of some bandits and tech traffickers called Module X. It's
their attention we're going to call...", said Butch, as a sinister smile began to
populate his face. "You're the one looking like a bandit right now", Rider said,
letting out a laugh and then clearing his throat seriously when he noticed that
no one else was amused.
"Let's see... listen to me well. Remember the law I told you about a while back?
Well, there are new members, so I'll repeat it...", began Butch, and Camelia
closed her laptop to move closer. Atticus also paid particular attention, as did
Eleneea, who still hadn't found the right moment to face Kevin in all this time.
"... There is a very old law that has been forgotten, said law stipulates that, if
a large majority of Tech Town citizens support an independent group in a legal
project presented fairly to all, it must be accepted by the relevant high
commands... Do you understand? Alistar has nothing conclusive against us,
only suspicions. We have not committed any serious crime that would prevent
us from seeking support for our great project in the city, and that Hall's
puppets accept it", finished Butch, excited and looking at everyone silently, as
if waiting for a question or answer.
"And what would that project be?", asked Camelia immediately. "A race,
Miss... A systematic race carried out by all of us, in order to make ourselves
known, and above all, to get the support of the citizens of Tech Town. Besides,
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if we get them to accept the race, most likely Alistar will alert Tamil and Tamil
will be close by and when that happens, we will make an anonymous call to
SDD40 to take care of Tamil... Do you understand me now?", added Butch, who
was quite animated.
Everyone was thinking hard about Butch's plan as they nodded repeatedly and
even Rider, Clark, and Shump were the first to start clapping. That same day,
everyone started handing out posters all over the city. It wasn't hard for eight
drivers to blanket the city with the big announcement of a race titled
"Systematic Drivers, more than a business, it's a way of life". The slogan was
thought up by Clark and Camelia.
On the other hand, Butch, who was the only one staying on base along with
Harry and Richie, was expecting a special visitor. "Still no report yet?", he asked
his boys, not taking his eyes off the large mother computer screen, on which
was displayed a big digital map of real-time movement. "Still nothing,
Butch...", replied Harry, looking at his laptop. At that moment, Butch's cell
phone suddenly rang. "Hello, who is this?" - "It's me, Vaugirard... I'm currently
on a road southwest of Tech Town that allows me to view the big city in its
entirety. I missed it, but I didn't remember it like this. Have I been gone that
long?", asked a jovial voice. "Well, the truth is, I doubt you knew what the city
looked like from there, asshole. Get your ass over here quick, you got what I
asked for?" - "As kind and responsive as ever, my friend Butch, of course, I do!
I'll be right over to where you are. I'll be there in five minutes", Vaugirard
stated, finding himself practically out of town. "The time it will take you to get
somewhere is the only thing I can believe you...", said Butch in a jovial tone,
before hanging up the phone.
Behind Vaugirard, a streamlined T-Displace model was parked. The driver
boarded it and set off at an indescribable speed. As Butch checked to see that
the five minutes had elapsed, he opened the base's secret hatch, ushering in
his old friend. "Punctual, as always... How did it go overseas?", asked Butch,
hugging Vaugirard. "The Germans are light years ahead of us in technological
advances for vehicles. Look at this beauty. Autopilot got me here". Vaugirard,
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a contemporary with Butch, had been in Germany, learning about foreign
Systematic Driving. "But without further talk, in the garage are the guns you
asked me for. It wasn't hard to get the Germans to sell them to me. Those guys
just need to stir their whiskey glasses with a .50 caliber bullet", Vaugirard
replied, making himself comfortable.
Butch had asked Vaugirard to join the Plata Drivers, as he was talented and
would be a great help. His partner did not refuse, quite the contrary, he
decided to collaborate by bringing the weapons they had agreed to equip
discreetly, just in case another almost imminent confrontation like the one
they were going to have with SDD80 came up in the big race. When everyone
else returned with good news, Butch had other news for them... "Don't make
those faces... Guys, meet Vaugirard Allehn, an old friend of mine, great
Systematic Driver, and active member of The Plata Drivers”. "Like wine, you
get better with time, dear Aura...", Vaugirard ignored them all and went
straight to kiss Aura's hand, who was looking at him with a tired expression.
"Let go of my hand, Vaugirard, you'd better do it now", Aura replied. Some
people held back their urge to laugh, others didn't, and Rider seemed to feel
uncontainable anger as he looked at that scene.
Kevin, Clark, Aura, Shump, Rider, Eleneea, Atticus, Camelia, and now Vaugirard
were the nine participants of the great systematic race. The acceptance by the
citizens, considering that the law Butch talked about was attached to the
poster, was incredible. In a few hours, it was news all over Tech Town, and
Alistar Hall did not take long to give a press conference where, with an
expression of absolute restrained and disguised rage, he accepted that great
event, which would take place in the main track of the Systematic Drivers in
the center of Tech Town, near the great building of Hall Enterprises.
The day on which this great event was to take place had arrived. A few hours
before, all the Silver Drivers were getting ready. They could not carry weapons
on or in the T-Displaces, as they would surely be requisitioned, however,
weapons for self-defense were strategically placed in a blind spot inside the
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track by Richie and Harry. The T-Displaces were reinforced by solid steel
sheeting, as there was no trusting Alistar Hall, and they were now on his turf.
"I ask you to please control yourselves... We all want to take that asshole
down, but everything comes in time, and remember this is just one of the steps
to take him down", Aura asked everyone else, referring to Alistar, seconds
before they walked out onto the runway, with the massive screams of the
euphoric citizens being heard just outside the room they were in. As they left,
they all glanced sideways at the business tycoon Hall, who was watching
everything from a huge cabin suspended in the air, surrounded by escorts and
servants, as if he were a king.
Everything was ready, the vehicles in their positions and the Systematic Drivers
inside them. The rules of the race were basic, the first one to go three times
around the circuit wins. Everyone was anxious, and the fact that they were on
one of the Systematic Drivers' official tracks was a catalyst for nerves. Suddenly
a powerful shot in the air signaled the start of the race, and it was Vaugirard
who set off the first cheer from the crowd, when he took the lead immediately,
through incredible acceleration. Butch, Harry and Richie all watched in
complete delight as their teammates competed on an official track. However,
Butch was not letting his guard down, nor was he losing sight of Alistar Hall,
who could try anything with all the rebels in his area. Only the citizens were
the Plata Drivers' backup.
Kevin Hall had mixed feelings, as he was on Vaugirard's heels, as the crowd
kept chanting his name and that seemed to slowly destroy the expression of
feigned joy on the part of his father and enemy, Alistar Hall. Kevin wanted not
to look towards the booth where Alistar was, but when he did so for the last
time, he saw someone who made both him and Eleneea Harris lose their
position. It was Robert Hall, Kevin's brother, and Eleneea's ex-husband. Both
were left in the same position, while Rider, Shump, Clark, and Aura were on
Vaugirard's heels.
Alistar quietly ordered something to Robert, who then immediately left the
booth. This alerted Butch, who kept an eye on his surroundings and watched
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Richie and Harry, who nodded in absolute readiness. Meanwhile, on the
systematic track, Aura and Camelia were displaying an impeccable class in
speed management, using speed slowing to achieve an increase in
acceleration in the long run. By repeatedly using this technique, Aura managed
to match and overtake Vaugirard, who had won the first lap without losing the
lead at any time so far. Considering that Aura uses a T-Motorcycle, it was easier
for her to take that lead, but a Systematic Driver should never be
underestimated. Just as she was enjoying her lead, Aura couldn't help but
notice how, imminently, Rider and Atticus were coming after her at an
incredible speed, making a perhaps premature use of their reserve thrusters.
*Have they gone mad? That curve is too close to use the thrusters*, thought
Aura, a little scared and giving way to her companions, as they seemed to have
been shot.
Both drivers were proud, and Rider didn't like Atticus very much. "You must
risk to win, beauty!", exclaimed by way of a shout Rider, just as they passed
Aura. Atticus didn't even turn to look at her, concentrating on the racetrack.
The end of the second lap was approaching, the lead was disputed between
Rider and Atticus, followed by Vaugirard and Aura. Behind them were Clark,
Shump, Camelia, and Eleneea. Kevin had disappeared from the main view and
was in last place... that brought a smile to Butch's face, who had turned his
attention back to the race. With mere seconds left for Atticus to claim the
second lap victory, a Formula 1 vehicle with T-Displace system and parts
assembled began to drop places, leaving them behind... "Unbelievable, she's
using...", said Clark, as he was narrowly overtaken by Camelia, next was Shump
and then Eleneea. In the blink of an eye, Camelia's acceleration was bordering
on imperceptible, as well as demonstrating impeccable control over her
vehicle.
Aura looked back and proudly smiled with resignation, for... *She's using
Acceleration by Constancy, taking advantage of the safety provided by the
design of the Formula 1 vehicle. My friend is going to outdo me, and I don't
care*, Aura said to herself, and a millisecond later, a green flash lingered in her
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pupils for a few seconds. Neither Vaugirard, Rider nor Atticus noticed as the
green Formula 1 missile dethroned them, winning the second lap. The crowd
was hoarse, except for Butch, who watched with deep concern as Tamil Shaker
and some nasty-looking fellows entered the track and took seats across from
him. "Richie, Harry, do it now", Butch ordered, not taking his eyes off Tamil.
Alistar was smiling contentedly from his throne, but suddenly his smug
expression slowly began to be replaced by one of uncontrolled anger and utter
helplessness.
Richie and Harry were making two different calls. "SDD40? Yes, it's to report a
couple of members of the Modulo X criminal gang. Who I am doesn't matter,
I'm telling the truth and it's your duty to come and check it out", said Richie,
hanging up immediately after. So did Harry, but with SDD80, who asked no
questions and was most likely already on his way to his reported location.
"Excellent, guys... this is shaping up. Look…", Butch said, nervous, but with a
permanent smile on his face. His eyes seemed to have no rest, as they watched
Alistar's discomfort, Tamil's movements, and the feat that was happening on
the track. The hubbub of the crowd at that moment had completely surpassed
the level they had been at during the entire race. The reason? One Hall, the
descendant most like the mass idol and founder of Tech Town, Billie Hall. *Do
what you do best, Kevin...*, said Richie Hoffman to himself, with tears of joy
held in his eyes as he watched his friend Kevin Hall overtake all the other
drivers using Acceleration by Consistency. Leaving Shump with no chance,
Kevin kept going without stopping until he matched Aura, who looked at him
and nodded with momentum and joy. "DO IT!", she exclaimed.
Kevin smiled and, when the Acceleration by Consistency was flagging, he used
his thrusters, managing to pass Vaugirard, who also smiled at him. Only Rider,
Atticus, and Camelia, who still had the lead, were ahead of him. At that
moment, several things happened: both SDD40 and SDD80 had arrived on the
track. The audience didn't know it, as they were excitedly watching the show
Kevin was putting on. Tamil did notice, and tried to run away, but when he
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turned around in the crowd... "Where to so fast, Shaker?", Butch was behind
him, looking to slow him down.
"That's him... I can't be wrong, my dad showed him to me in the old Billie Hall
videos! That guy is using his legendary movie, the Ambitious Cheetah!",
exclaimed an elated young man right next to Tamil and Butch. "You can't miss
it!", said Butch to Tamil, who was replying with an expression of hatred and
frustration, watching as SDD40 searched for something. Kevin had begun to
zigzag fearlessly as he dethroned his opponents leaving them behind him.
"This is... unbelievable. A few seconds ago, I was in the lead, while only maybe
a minute ago that guy was in last... How is this possible?", wondered Camelia,
watching Kevin in front of her.
*Kevin is getting better every day... he performed a fusion of three skills to get
that lead in record time*, thought Aura, who was already slowing down since
the victory had been dictated and awarded to Kevin Hall. At that moment, the
audience fell silent for a couple of seconds, only to then let out a raucous
standing ovation that would deafen anyone. A great commotion formed, and
Tamil took the opportunity to escape Butch's vigil, who was satisfied that at
least he had given him a scare. Moreover, at that moment Butch looked up
and his gaze met Alistar's, who besides being burning with irrational rage for
Kevin's victory, was also realising that his plans with Tamil had been thwarted.
The tycoon put his hands to his head and left his throne, just after Butch
winked at him while lighting a cigarette.
Although it could have been better, everything went quite well, as the public
acceptance was exceptional, and now, Alistar would have no choice but to
accept them as legal Systematic Drivers, thanks to the current law. The Plata
Drivers were given a standing ovation by all the people there and left the track
to go celebrate at the main base.
"Today will serve as a kick-start for our great career as official Systematic
Drivers. I must congratulate Kevin for his great performance today. We
certainly kicked Alistar Hall in the balls, and that damn well deserves a toast.
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Cheers!", exclaimed Butch, happy, joyful, and a little drunk after the sixth
toast. Everyone was in high spirits and commenting on what they couldn’t say
during the race. When Kevin had a little peace from all the praise, he was
approached by a teammate and asked a question, one which immediately left
Kevin wanting to go back to the hugs and congratulations. "Hello, Kevin Hall...
Tell me something, how is Robert, your brother? … Is he still crushing the
feelings of the women who come near him and cozying up to that damned
dictator you have for a father?", asked Eleneea Harris, approaching Kevin at
last, and facing him.
Kevin knew this moment would come and had been preparing to have the
conversation. Meanwhile, Butch was watching them from afar with precision,
putting aside his drunkenness and concentrating hard, for some reason...
"Eleneea... our talk was inevitable. But trust me, it doesn't have to be an
awkward conversation. Really". Kevin was receptive and gentle, which
reassured Eleneea and made her lower her guard, which had been quite high.
"I understand your distress at learning that I am a Hall, but you must know that
my relationship with the family on my father's side is nil. I walked away from
them and their toxic family group. Robert is nothing more than a puppet of my
father, and that is what Alistar Hall wanted me to be, but I am not manipulable
like Robert is. That's why Alistar almost died of rage today, for he couldn't bear
to witness my triumph...", Kevin had begun to unburden himself to Eleneea.
The defensive expression on her face changed to a more sympathetic one.
"So please, Eleneea, I ask you to understand me and to understand that our
goal as a team is the same: to crush Alistar Hall. And today, we're off to a good
start", Kevin finished his sentence by extending his open hand, seeking to
shake it with Eleneea. She looked at him seriously, but ended up sketching a
thin smile with the corner of her lips, shaking her partner's hand. "That's the
way I like it...", Butch had moved closer and, on the pair of shaking hands,
rested one of his own. "However, there is something in your speech that I must
correct, Kevin... We are not a team; we are a family", Butch said, looking into
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Kevin's eyes and then into Eleneea's. Everyone else began to gather in the
center of the room.
"Kevin, Clark, Aura, Shump, Rider, Eleneea, Atticus, Camellia, and Vaugirard...
I don't want my words to be mistaken for those of a drunk with excessive
sentimentality. I have high hopes and all my confidence reposed in you". Butch
had thrown his arm around the back of Kevin's neck, hugging him tightly as he
spoke. "This boy has proven himself loyal to our cause on more than one
occasion. Therefore, I ask all of you who silently judge him for having the same
last name as our target, not to do so". Butch appeared to be drunk, but his
lucidity was evident in his words.
Everyone nodded and continued to listen to their leader. Butch had let go of
Kevin and was starting to walk around the base as he looked at them all.
"Without you guys, I'd be nobody...", blurted out Butch without further ado,
leaving everyone perplexed and flattered. Except for Aura, who was smiling
proudly. "Our adventure is just beginning, boys. We taught Alistar Hall a big
lesson today, which was not to underestimate us. That man didn't know what
defeat was, and you know what? We taught him that today!". Those words
from Butch generated a euphoric shout from everyone, who were motivated
and full of energy.
"There's still a lot to do, but for now, we can relax a bit... Camellia, Atticus, and
Vaugirard all need to be integrated more thoroughly than they already are".
Butch looked at those he named, they nodded in response with impetus and
enthusiasm. "We must have a chat regarding weapons, for now that we will be
legal Systematic Drivers, we must not be discovered with weapons, but we also
can’t afford not to carry them. Today we have fueled Alistar Hall's hatred for
us, and if there is one thing we must not do, it is underestimate that
psychopath". Butch, perhaps without realising it, was forging a strong bond
with his boys. The leader could go from being a figure of trust, to conveying
strong respect through his tone of voice and look, as he had done as he uttered
that last sentence.
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"We're going to keep kicking that bastard's ass, boss... I'm telling you", Rider,
living up to his very particular attitude, broke the silence of the boys, drawing
a smile on Butch's face with his comment.
"I have no doubt about that, Walker... You're amazing", Butch said, looking
Rider square in the eye and employing a tone of voice so neutral, that it made
it clear to them all the level of sincerity the leader boasted. "Hey, I want to be
honest with you...". Atticus had taken a few steps forward and everyone had
turned their gaze to him. "I'm new to the team, but I'd like to make it clear that
in this short time I've shared with you guys, I feel like family... and that's
GREAT!", Atticus exuded emotion from his being, and those words had
touched even Rider, who was the most reluctant to empathise with the newer
members.
"That's the attitude!", exclaimed Butch, after letting out a big laugh and
throwing his copper arm around Atticus' neck. "For now, let's celebrate. This
is the end of a chapter that will serve as a preamble for the goals to come. We
must improve with each passing day so that we can finally lead Tech Town onto
the right path. Without mafias to tarnish the honesty, and hope with which it
was devised and built at the hands of Billie Hall." Butch was watching each of
his Systematic Drivers, tapping with impressive results the key of courage in
the hearts of those girls and boys.
Without being able to help it, each of them showed affection for Butch in their
own ways, starting with Aura, who seemed to be very positively affected by
Butch's words, as she rushed over to hug him. Rider, Clark, and Kevin smiled
and cheered with hope in their gazes, while the others raised a war cry that
strongly affirmed the hopes, goals, and hunger for speed that this group
bravely boasted.
The Plata Drivers had grown as a group, as a family... and soon they would be
ready to continue moving through the streets of Tech Town.
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Following fabrication agreement and obeying regulations, there were only 111
Editions of Vaugirard ever minted/produced. Initial start Date and Time of
development :// ˂ https://explorer.elrond.com/nfts/V8PLATA-e11632-22 ˃
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